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Soil inputs
Winter is the perfect time to add condition to your soil by applying products such as lime, gypsum and alternative nutrient supplements.
By allowing winter rainfall to incorporate these inputs into the soil will ensure your vines a healthy start in the growing season.
Soil inputs are best based on a combination of soil analysis, plant and tissue testing and monitoring of
vine health during the growing season.
To aid in the retention of soil moisture during the dry summer months, some sections of your vineyard may also benefit from the
application of mulch.
Because excessive weed growth will take up water and the newly added nutrients during the growing season, Your winter regime should
also include weed control.
It is best to begin your program while weeds are actively growing, but still relatively small. While herbicide spraying is still the most
common form of control, under-vine cultivation and mowing has become increasingly common.
Talk to us about what is best for your vineyard.

What’s Inside 
Eutypa intervention - prevention is better than the cure
Pruning to optimise yields
Vineyard refurbishment - considering new varieties? Ask us for a quote!
Vineyard management - is this the sensible option for you
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Eutypa intervention 
Top results
“Top working my shiraz seemed to be a
good option since I had two good reasons to
apply this process. Firstly, these spur‐
pruned vines had never really been well
wrapped down onto the cordon wire during
their first years of growth and as a
consequence, many of the cordon arms were
loose and dangling without good cordon
wire support. Secondly, there was sporadic
eutypa throughout the block.
I consulted with the Infield team and it was
recommended that I top work the vines to
simultaneously solve both these issues. It
was suggested that I divide the block into 5
portions and spread out the work over five
vintages. This would allow me to solve the
problem without having to lose all my
production at once. It has proven to be an
excellent decision since I have only lost a
small portion of crop each year, with the top
worked sections rapidly getting back into
production in the second year.
The approach of the Infield team has been
very successful and the job has been carried
out each season with the minimum amount
of fuss and bother. The end result has been a
complete renewal of the block with very few
vines not surviving the process. These
missing vines have then been filled in by the
process of layering.”
Larry Jacobs,
Hahndorf Hill Winery

Eutypa dieback, caused by the fungus Eutypa Lata, is a major trunk disease of grapevines. With the Adelaide Hills cool
climate vines rapidly coming of age, growers should also be aware of their susceptibility to this disease.
Stunted shoots, chloritic leaves, frequently cupped and with ragged edges are symptomatic of Eutypa dieback. These infected
vines will gradually decline in productivity and eventually die.
Sound viticultural intervention can help to restore diseased vines to their former vigour.
Infield currently uses two methods to rework Eutypa-affected vines. The first involves cutting the vine trunk to completely remove
the cordon and cordon wire. During the growing season watershoots will be trained along a new cordon wire. This will result in the
loss of crop for one season.
The second method involves running a new cordon wire on the opposite side to existing wires. By leaving the watershoots on the
vine during the following growing season you can choose the strongest leaders and train that to the new cordon wire. When the
majority of the cordon is covered the old cordon and wire can be removed. This process may take as little as one growing season,
with no loss of crop. Either reworking method may be completed over several growing seasons to spread the cost, and minimise
crop loss.
Viticulture Manager, Damon Koener states, like in most things, prevention may be better than the cure. A thorough review of
pruning practices ensuring that pruning cuts are adequately sealed with wound protectants, avoiding pruning in wet weather, the
removal of infected wood during pruning, and machine pre-pruning.

Pruning operations
Vital in achieving full fruit production, Infield can deliver mechanical pre-pruning followed by cane or spur pruning by hand, in readiness for
the growing season.
Arguably the most expensive task in cool climate regions where bud number control is important, machine pre-pruning will significantly
reduce costs, by allowing hand pruning crews clearer access to vines. Regarded as essential prior to spur pruning, pre-pruning has been
shown to reduce hand pruning to less than a minute per vine.
As already discussed, machine pre-pruning is also considered to be beneficial in preventing Eutypa die-back.
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Vineyard refurbishment
With the various challenges the wine grape growing industry has faced in the past five growing seasons, you may be considering
replacing unprofitable vines as a response to these pressures.
The winter months are the ideal time to remove vines, when the ground is soft and easiest to work, also ensuring the work will be
complete in time for planting your new variety in spring.
Infield has developed its own system for vineyard refurbishment. After the vine has been cut just below the cordon, a hook mechanism
attached to an excavator will remove the vine and the root system. This has proven to be a very clean, efficient and therefore cost
effective method of vine removal.
With minimum disturbance to the vineyard infrastructure, our removal system reduces the cost of changing varieties and ensures your
potential for returning to full production in the shortest possible time.

GRAFTING :
As an alternative to removing vines and expensive trellising, Infield also offers grafting services to vineyard owners. The vine is cut off just
below the cordon allowing a new variety to be grafted to the existing root-stock.
With the work carried out in spring, vineyard owner’s could expect their vines to be fully productive the following season.

Vineyard management
Vineyard management has long been a major part of the services

Seasonal advice

provided by Infield, and building a firm business relationship is an

Operations co-ordination and inspection

essential part of this service. People can often have commitments that

Supervision of subcontracted labour

take them away from their properties and this is where Infield can step in.
By undertaking a structured management service you will be able to
secure the best value for your vineyard operations. Our service
agreement will also reduce any seasonal uncertainties in sourcing
labour, equipment and materials. It should be seen as a measure of
goodwill and is an important step in understanding the on-going needs
of the client.
Infield’s management services are orientated towards agreed quality

Crop estimation and maturity sampling
Pest and disease monitoring
Budget management and progress
reporting
Scheduled meetings
HACCP approved chemical program
Annual reporting

levels and are managed according to budget without compromising
on workmanship. When seasonal factors are extreme, as seen for five
of the past ten years, a managed package also guarantees that you
have qualified viticulturists assess your vineyard when it is most needed.
Whatever management style you chose, a dedicated and experienced
viticultural consultant will be your single point of contract to co-ordinate
the following services:
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Contact Us
Give us a call for more
information about our
services
In-Field Ag Pty Ltd
10/24 Bridge St Balhannah
SA 5242
08 8388 4948
E: info@infield.com.au
Visit our website:
www.infield.com.au

